
September 23, 2019 

 
 

Norfolk City Council 

Norfolk City Manager Filer 

 

Re: Proposed Casino at Harbor Park 

 

Dear Council Members and Mr. Filer: 

 

Wetlands Watch is a nonprofit environmental organization based in Norfolk and working 

statewide on wetlands conservation and protection and climate change resilience. We are 

reviewing the materials provided regarding the proposed Tribal gaming casino in 

Norfolk, to be located near Harbor Park. At this time, with the information provided to 

date, we are unable to answer a number of critical questions surrounding the construction 

and operation of this Casino and cannot support the Council taking action on this 

proposal.  

 

Our concerns are mainly focused on the environmental quality and resilience conditions 

for the siting, construction, and operation of the Casino post-transfer of the land to the 

Pamunkey tribe. Norfolk enjoys a well-earned reputation for its resilience efforts in the 

face of sea level rise and flooding. Its recently-revised zoning code contains novel 

conditions for the construction of structures in the Coastal Overlay District, in which this 

proposed casino will be located. We cannot find reference to these requirements in the 

draft development agreement and would want them, and the ability to inspect and 

confirm their performance, to be part of the development agreement. 

 

More importantly, the City of Norfolk received a brownfields grant from the US 

Environmental Protection Agency to study the environmentally sustainable development 

of the Harbor Park area. This grant funded work that resulted in the “Norfolk Thrive 

Project- area wide plan” report issued in June of this year. That report represents an 

investment of $200,000 by the federal government and countless hours of community 

involvement in its development. The report, its findings, and appendices are focused on 

how to develop this tract with an anchor of a casino, hotel, and spa, nearly exactly what is 

being proposed by the Tribe. In addition, the study states that its findings provide a 

“comprehensive development strategy that aids potential negotiations,” on the use of this 

site. 



The draft development agreement incorporates none of the Norfolk Thrive’s lengthy and 

expensive report in the terms of the proposed Casino development. There is language 

laying out a goal to construct a LEED building but LEED certification does not take the 

resilience measures of the surrounding landscape into account. There is specific mention 

of a “floodwall” but none of the shoreline resilience and connectivity measures outlined 

in the Norfolk Thrive report. There is no mention of the Elizabeth River Trail and its 

inclusion in the development strategy. The Trail is a community asset and the focus of 

countless hours of community involvement and is an integral part of the Norfolk Thrive 

report.  

 

The ability to incorporate these provisions subsequent to the transfer of the land to the 

Pamunkey tribe is very limited onto impossible. The sovereignty of Native American 

tribal lands is well established and the case law is replete with unsuccessful challenges by 

state and local governments to that sovereignty. 

 

We in no way impugn the stewardship ethic of the Pamunkey Tribe. They are heroes in 

the conservation community for their work opposing the proposed reservoir on their land. 

We are simply wanting the resilience goals of the City of Norfolk and the prior planning 

work explicitly included in this agreement.  

 

We respectfully request that this vote be delayed until the public has sufficient time to 

review the details of the development agreement and the resilience efforts undertaken by 

the City of Norfolk be fully included in the land transfer and development documents. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 
William A. “Skip” Stiles, Jr. 

Executive Director 

Wetlands Watch 

 


